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from stoicism to platonism pdf
Stoicism is a school of Hellenistic philosophy founded by Zeno of Citium in Athens in the early 3rd century
BC. While Stoic physics are largely drawn from the teachings of the philosopher Heraclitus, they are heavily
influenced by certain teachings of Socrates.Stoicism is predominantly a philosophy of personal ethics
informed by its system of logic and its views on the natural world.
Stoicism - Wikipedia
Platonism, rendered as a proper noun, is the philosophy of Plato or the name of other philosophical systems
considered closely derived from it. In narrower usage, platonism, rendered as a common noun, refers to the
philosophy that affirms the existence of abstract objects, which are asserted to "exist" in a "third realm"
distinct both from the sensible external world and from the internal ...
Platonism - Wikipedia
Stoicism, frÃ¥n grekiskans stoa poikile (â€™pelarhallâ€™), Ã¤r en filosofisk riktning under antiken som bland
annat efterstrÃ¤vade sjÃ¤lvbehÃ¤rskning och frihet frÃ¥n starka kÃ¤nslor. Mer allmÃ¤nt kan stoicism ocksÃ¥
anvÃ¤ndas i betydelsen sjÃ¤lvbehÃ¤rskning, sinneslugn, jÃ¤mnmod. Stoicismen fÃ¶retrÃ¤ddes av filosofer
som Zenon frÃ¥n Kition, Kleanthes, Krysippos samt romarna Cicero, Seneca ...
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